
Textile art project: 
the small sculpture quilt 

format ± 12''x8½ '' 532 mx 
duration 2 days 

 

 
 
The aim of this workshop: To 
 
tame miniature precision assembly. 
 
Work on machine appliqué small shapes format. 
 
Transform the project into a small sculpture. 
 
 
Techniques covered: 
 
Paper piecing 
Machine appliqué 
Using fusing web 
How to staple a finishing border. 
How to give movement to your project. 



Master the miniature curve piecing. 
 
Will be provided in class: 
 
Complete patterns, templates and photo guide 
 
It is understood that the project cannot be completed in 2 days, but the learning of 
each of the stages will be addressed and demonstrated. 
Certain steps will be taken on a sample in order to bring an experience at home 
allowing you to complete the project. 
 
There will be a home preparation before the workshop: 
 
Cutting of fabrics and preparation of templates for appliqué. 
 
Prerequisite: 
 It is preferable to have a knowledge of the technique of paper piecing in order to 
have fun during this workshop. 
 
 
You have questions? 
Contact me: do.ehrmann@hotmail.com 
 
Thank you! 
See you in June! 1 Dominique Ehrmann 

Material list 
 

IMPORTANT: refer to the project drawing to understand my choice of fabrics. 
You can choose the same colors, but you are free to use the coloring drawing to do 
your tests. 
 
With this list of material, you receive: 
the templates of the applied patterns of the central block. 
1 color drawing 
1 black and white drawing to color. 
The fabric list 
 
 
Note: the color described is the color of the fabrics I used. 
Fabric for the sky: 15''x 15 '' 
Soil fabric no 1 green "" zigzag "": 10''x10 '' 
Soil fabric no2 green "" grassy "": 14''x 5 '' 
Soil fabric no 3 green: 12''x 12 '' 
Floor fabric no 4 brown: 14''x15 '' 
Cloud fabric: 6''x6 '' 
Roof and door fabric: 4''x4 '' 
Home fabric: 4''x4 '' 
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Window fabric: 2''x2 '' 
Fireplace and window frame fabric: 2''x2 ''  
Roof suffit fabric: 2''x3 ''  
Grove fabric: 5''x5 '' 
Sun fabric orange section: 6''x6 '', yellow section: 6''x6 '' 
Dark yellow block fabric: 10''x12 '' 
Pale yellow block fabric: 10''x12 '' 
Fine navy border fabric: 20''x10 '' 
Fine rust border fabric: 20''x20 '' (or a fat) will have to be cut on the bias 
Fabric bottom of the border of the flight of orange bustard: 8''x 40 '' Backing 
fabric: 18''x16 '' 
Batting: 18 ' 'x16' 
Fine sewing thread 80 or 100 denier (wt) I strongly suggest invisafil or Deco-bob from 
Wonderfil. With a topstich or microtex 60 or 70 needle 
½m of medium or light thermo-adhesive such as Heat'n Bond or other brands. 
Pins 
add a quarter ruler, cutting ruler 12 '' or 24 '', postcard, rotary cutter, small scissors. 
Your regular sewing equipment. 
Colored pencils to codify the pattern. 
Machine provided in class. 
Glasses, extra lamp, extra magnifying glass, comfort cushion, small fan if necessary. 2 
 

Preparation 
 

I suggest doing the preparation in order to advance more quickly during the 2 days 
of workshops, but I will welcome you in class with or without preparation. 
* The small zip lock bags will help you organize everything. 
 
Cutting of the fabrics of the central block: Section A   
Sky fabric: 4½''x4½ '' 
Ground fabric no 1: 4½ '' x4½ '' 
Fabric of the 1st frame (navy): *do not cut on the straight grain: 
2 strips 2 '' x6 '', 2 bands 2''x9 
'Fabric of the2nd frame (rust): * cut on the bias: 2 bands ¾''x6' ', 2 ¾ bands'' x9 '' 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Cut of the fabrics of the series of blocks around the central block:Sections BCDE 
Fabric of the small frame (navy): 20 strips of ¾ '' x10 ' '' 
Dark yellow block fabric: 10 strips 1''x12 '' 
Pale yellow block fabric: 10 strips 1''x12 '' 
Block background fabric: 
sky = 9 rectangles of 2 '' x1½ '', sun = 4 1½ '' x1½ '' squares, 
floor fabric no 1 = 4 rectangles 1 '' x1½ '', floor no 2 = 4 squares 1½ '' x1½ '', 



floor no 3 = 7 squares 2''x2 '', floor no 4 = 4 squares 2''x2 ''. 
 
 
Flying geese border:  Sections H-G-H-I 
Sky fabric: 40 squares 1½ '' x1½ '' 
Ground fabric no 1 h 10 squares 1½ '' x1½ '' 
Ground fabric no 2: 8 squares 1½ '' x1½ '' 
Ground fabric no 3: 12 squares 1½ '' x1½ '' 
Floor fabric no 4: 17 squares 1½ '' x1½ '' 
Background fabric (orange): 164 squares 1''x1½ '' and 4 squares 2''x2 ''edges 
Thin trim on the bias: 4 strips ¾ '' x2 '', 2 strips ¾ '' x18 '' 
and 2 strips ¾ '' x20 '' 
Finishing edge cut on the bias1¼ '' x 65 '' (assembled) or 4 strips 1¼ '' x 20 '' or less. (not 
assembled) 

How to use the drawings and templates received. 
 

The colored drawing to help you make your choice of fabrics 
 
The non-colored drawing: make photocopies and use them to test your choice of 
colors. This process is a bit long, but it ensures the right choice of fabric colors. 
 
You receive the version upside down of the templates ready to be traced on the 
back of the Heat'n Bond type thermo-adhesive. 
 
How to proceed: 
 
 Create a white surface with a cardboard or a sheet of paper, place on the table. 
 
 Place the sheet of templates on the white drawing surface towards you. 
 
 Place the sheet of thermo-adhesive paper surface facing you. 
 
You will see in transparency the shapes of the templates. 
 
Trace with the mine all the contours of each of the patterns to apply, do not forget to 
codify them. 
 
You can use a light table for this step if you have one. 
 



Set aside, bring on the day of the workshop, or if you know how to prepare raw edge 
appliques make the preparation put aside and bring on the day of the workshop. If 
you don't know, this step will be demonstrated in class. 
 
 
Good preparation! 
do.ehrmann@hotmail.com 
                                                                                   Dominique Ehrmann 
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